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Chapter for the system to work, as the advantages conceded
	"   between the parts of the Empire would enure to foreign
powers, unless and until all treaties with most favoured
nation clauses were abrogated, a step of dubious value
to British foreign trade and relations. This is a most
important result, for it means that the need of economic
unity has interposed a most substantial barrier in the
way of the development of the tendency to stress
the sovereignty and independence of each unit of the
Empire. Incidentally it afforded a strong support to the
British contention that its differences with the Irish
Free State ought to be decided by a domestic tribunal
and not by one on which sat a foreign arbitrator.
A further most important agreement pledged the
United Kingdom and Canada to the effect that, if either
Government is satisfied that the system of preference
in respect of any class of commodities is being frus-
trated through the State action of any foreign country,
it will use its powers of prohibition of import to secure
the effective operation of the preferences which it has
granted. This clause, of course, is directed essentially
against Russian dumping of wheat, and especially
timber under the five years' plan, but specific mention
was deliberately avoided. The principle is of import-
ance, for it meets the contention of the Dominion that
no preference would avail to aid timber against dump-
ing; and the same plea has been adduced by the Scandi-
navian countries, the other great historic source of
British timber imports. In this point as in general the
agreements are not intended to prevent other forms of
Empire trade being developed, though the immediate
object is to encourage fuller use of the opportunities of
exchange of Empire commodities on reasonable terms.

